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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 276 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.7in.Book 1 CREE Book 2 TRIPPBook 3 MILES (just
released!)Book 4 LUKE (coming fall 2014) Mature Content Warning Recommended for ages 17 due
to language and sexual content. Laceys Story. . . Covering up pain is easy. Its keeping it tucked away
thats hard. Ive always needed the cover of tattoos to hide the nasty past that leached its way into
me, tainting me beneath my skin. Not the shiny, trendy tats, but the ugly broken kind, meant to keep
the world at bay. If they werent enough, then my piercings, foul mouth and crazy hair usually did
the trick. Life had taught me to never follow the rules, because when you do, you get burned. My life
was perfectly imperfect until Tripp. . . Our relationship is what most would describe as fuel meeting
fire. We were both hell bent on burning each other to the ground. Tripp was sexy as hell, a
charismatic beast, and soon became one of my best friends. We shared a love of ice cream and
tattoos as we blazed our own path that...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja ym e B eier-- Ja ym e B eier

Basically no words to describe. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to read once more once again later on. You may like just
how the article writer compose this publication.
-- Mr s. Ja ne Q uitz on DDS-- Mr s. Ja ne Q uitz on DDS
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